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HW – Combined Stress

Lab – Combined Stress



HW - Combined Stress
Data:
geometry, load

Required:
pass or fail

1.Determine truss joint loading
2.Determine the external end reactions of 
the whole truss.
3.Use an FBD of the reaction joint to find 
the chord forces. Sum the forces horizontal 
and vertical to find the components.
4.Calculate the actual axial and 
flexural stress.
5.Determine allowable stresses 
using applicable factors
6.Check NDS equations



1. Load on one truss-top chord, w1

w1_top = w1(area) * o.c.spacing = 30*24/12 = 60 plf

2. Load on one truss-bottom chord, w2

w2_bottom = w2(area) * o.c. spacing = 35*24/12 = 70 plf

3. Total left reaction due to total load (w1 and w2)

R_left= R_right=Total load /2 = (w1_top + w2_bottom)*span/2 
=(60+70)*13/2 = 845 lbs



4. Vertical force component in truss top chord (no sign)

Fv_top = R_left - w1_top*s/4 - w2_bottom*s/4 

= 845-60*13/4-70*13/4= 422.5 lbs
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∑Fv =Fv_top + w1_top*s/4 + w2_bottom*s/4 - R_left = 0



6. Axial force in the truss bottom chord(- if Compression)

F_bottom= Fh_bottom= Fh_top = 549.25 lbs In Tension 
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∑Fh =Fh_bottom-Fh_top = 0

5. Horizontal force component in truss top chord(no sign)

Fh_top =(Fv_top * s/2) /h = (422.5*13/2) / 5 = 549.25 lbs
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7. Area of the bottom chord member

Area_bottom = b x d = 1.5*7.25 = 10.875 in²  

8. Axial stress in the bottom chord(-Compression）

f_bottom = F_bottom / Area_bottom = 549.25/10.875 = 50.51 psi 

9. Maximum bending moment in the bottom chord member

M = wl²/8 = w2*(s/2)²/8 = 70*(13/2)²/8 = 369.69 ft-lbs



10. Section modulus of the bottom chord member Sx

Sx = 13.14 in³

NDS supplement Table 1B

11. Maximum bending stress in the bottom chord member

fb = M/Sx = 369.69*12/13.14 = 337.62 PSI 



12. Combined stress using NSD equation 3.9-1

ft/F’t + fb/F’b = 50.51/633+337.62/1064
= 0.397 < 1 

13.Combined stress using NSD equation 3.9-2

(fb-ft)/F’b = (337.62-50.51)/1064
= 0.270 < 1 

14. Does member pass?

Pass,1



LAB – Combined Stress

Description 

This project uses observation of a 
physical trial to see the effects of flexure 
combined with tension or compression. 

Goals 

To observe the behavior of tension + flexure 
To observe the behavior of compression + 
flexure 
To estimate the addition of combined stress 
profiles 
To observe the results of P + delta loading 



M= PL/4 = 0.15*12/4 = 0.45 in-lbs

fb= M/Sy = 0.45/0.0003255 = 1382.49 psi 

ft= P/A = 10/0.03125 = 320 psi 

T C
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fc= P/A = 10/0.03125 = 320 psi 



Any Questions?

yifanma@umich.edu

Thank You！
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